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"North American manual auto show third days of the first part" view links Hunter cycles is located in the United States bicycle culture,
one of the holiest sites in Santa Cruz, in fact, many size bike brands are here roots. Rick Hunter since 1993, began to operate a
personal brand, until today he is still independent complete the frame of all processes, and slender Y-shaped fork is his work, and he
produced only brazing and argon arc welding of the steel frame. Due to the demanding of the overall design of the Rick, his
trademark design looks very pertinent. This car yellow 650B all terrain bends to not only light yellow coating, many of these details
can be enjoyed slowly. Works Sim is a successful case in recent years to save the decline of the Japanese brand, which
incorporates the new graphic design and Nitto, Honjo and other traditional Japanese parts brand technology. And Cycles Hunter is
Works Sim in the United States one of the agents, he also granted the use of the Works Sim to the group and the seat tube. Santa
Cruz famous handmade bicycle accessories brand is Strawfoot. Their backpacks, socks and saddle bag the West Coast fans love.
This Hunter is also a decent take Strawfoot decoration. Hunter the disk brake seat is designed to be very beautiful. Schnozola is the
generation of the United States by the second generation of the craftsman Gordon Bruce (early Salsa foundry) and the third
generation of craftsmen Sadoff Paul (Lobster Rock) Co founded. In fact, 30 people two years ago, the workshop was separated by a
wall, but because of the Bruce for the Paul's respect for the two people have not been in-depth exchanges. Until the Bruce Gordon in
recent years, the economic crisis, seek cooperation is necessary, and timely assistance Paul. two people are Jewish, so they learn
the meaning of the language of the pronunciation of the creation of the Schnozola, which means a big nose. The design of the font
draws on the style of the Hebrew word. Paul Sadoff is mainly responsible for the design to confirm Bruce Gordon Rock collocation
frame can be n Road 43C tire. Gordon Bruce put all the chassis into a red, Bruce said that it was simple when, and in line with the
Jewish doctrine. < p > in order to adapt to the market, they are no longer strictly discipline head of steel tube, adjustable head tube,
one seat tube design their decline.
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